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1. Users 

a. Primary Users: 

Primary Users of Jam Tabs are those who are interested in playing music with others as a social activity. 
These users are fairly new to their instruments, or to the instrument of interest in the study. Primary users 
also have a fundamental understanding of music and the idea of playing a chord progression and 
improvising is not new. Jammers in this category are motivated by having fun and expressing themselves 
in a social context. 

b. Secondary Users: 

Secondary users may have no idea of what it takes to Jam but would like to. Secondary users may also 
believe that only musicians that have been playing for years have the capability to improvise in a social 
setting. This user demographic may be motivated to play music with others socially but is afraid to do so 
without prior training. Another group of secondary users may be those that are very musically inclined, 
have been playing for a long time and are mildly interested in music analysis and improvisation methods. 
These users have all of the component knowledge to jam but either do not have the social outlet or the 
activity of improvising is relatively new to them.   

c. Non-Users: 

Non-Users of Jam Tabs are likely to be parents, related to, or friends with a musician. This group is likely 
to see the interest their child or friend has in playing music and would like to facilitate it. This may also be 
people who enjoy listening to music but do not play themselves. Those of which recognize the benefits of 
playing music, whether they are cognitive or physical, and would like to promote or facilitate the activity of 
jamming.  

Owners of music schools may be inclined to purchase Jam Tabs as a tool to motivate students to play 
music. As facilitators of musical experiences it is important for them to be using tools that allow students 
to do so quickly and efficiently.  

 

2. User Skills 

a. Motor 

Users of Jam Tabs have enough strength and technique to play minimal phrases on the instrument of 
choice. Users also must be able to play notes in succession while maintaining a rhythm. This information 
can be obtained by means of a questionnaire and a short demonstration of musical performance on a 
keyboard. 

b. Cognitive 

Users of Jam Tabs should also have prior knowledge of music theory. Specifically, knowledge of how to 
make chords and play scales would be very helpful while using Jam Tabs though it is not essential. This 



 

information about the subject can be obtained through the administration of a questionnaire and a short 
demonstration on a keyboard. 

 

3. Tasks 

a. Interviews 

Interviews were conducted in multiple ways. A mix of one on one interviews, group sessions, and virtual 
meetings are all shown to be effective when gathering preliminary knowledge surrounding product testing 
(Bernhaupt, 2015). All modalities were implemented in order to diversify the interviews as well as to 
gather as much information as possible.  

b. User suggestions for test 

The tasks below represent suggestions for tasks by users during the interview process: 
○ Select and set a chord/note progression 
○ Select a sample jam track 
○ Change the lights/viewer when finished with a jam track 
○ Control lights/viewer without using a jam track 
○ Browse jam tracks 
○ Browse sample chord progressions 
○ Place piano bar on keyboard 
○ Place piano bar on keyboard using step by step instructions 
○ Start a jam session after selecting a chord/note progression  
○ Vote on a chord progression  
○ Add a chord progression to the database 
○ Save a list of jam tracks/ progressions 
○ Create a shared folder with specific users 
○ Set up lights/viewer so that it is viewable for all jammers 
○ Switch off improvisations with another player 
○ Variations for 30 second improvised sessions:  

■ Conduct a jam using different Instruments 
● Piano 
● Guitar 
● Bass 
● Ukulele 

■ Conduct a jam using different interfaces 
● LED Cubes 
● Screen 
● Paper 

■ Vary the number of people in a jam 
● 1 
● 2 
● 3 

■ Vary Instrumentation present 



 

● Live drummer 
● Types of instruments present 

○ 2 Guitars 
○ 2 Pianos 
○ 2 Basses 
○ 1 piano + 1 guitar 
○ 1 bass + 1 guitar 
○ 1 bass + 1 piano 

■ Elements of the chord progression 
● Play a preselected chord progression 
● Improvise based on a preselected sample track 
● Improvise using different scales/keys 

 

c. Tasks Chosen 

Due to project constraints three music based tasks and three interface based tasks will be completed by 
each user. The music based tasks will be completed on a keyboard instrument using a SolJAMM® Piano 
Bar: 
 
Fig.1 SolJAMM® Piano Bar In Use 

 
 

 
Interface Tasks: 

● Select a chord progression for display 
● Select a sample jam track to listen to 
● Place a piano bar on the keyboard where necessary 

  
Music Tasks: 

● Improvise for 30 seconds over a preselected sample track with display 
● Improvise for 30 seconds with another musician using a preselected chord progression and no 

jam track 
● Improvise for 30sec in three different keys 
 

d. Critical steps in task  

● User would be standing in a room equipped for jamming and would launch the Jam Tabs 
application. 



 

● The user would position the piano bar on the keyboard following a graphical display present 
when opening the application.  

● The user would select how many lights they would like to connect. 
● The user would search for a jam track by artist, progression, genre or difficulty. 
● The user would select the track of choice in order to play it for listening. 
● The user would then select a color arrangement based on available options from the previous 

selection. 
● The user would position the Piano Bar in the appropriate key or change the key of the song to 

match the location of the Piano Bar. 
● The user would then begin playing a chord/note progression based on the light display, and 

given jam track.  
● The user would improvise for 30 seconds in the given key of the jam.  

 

4. Analysis 

Jam Tabs are a new musical system. This system takes advantage of musical data and theoretical 
analysis to organize songs based on their similarity in chord structure. Databases like this do exist and 
are presently used for the purposes of what musicians call “music theory analysis”. HookTheory (See 
Appendix A) is a system that utilizes color, pattern recognition, and a database of previously analyzed 
music to organize music by similarity regarding their chord structure. The HookTheory website will serve a 
good comparison for navigability of a music database of this sort. Although HookTheory does have a 
database of chord progressions there is no current way to coordinate this information visually during a 
jam session without the use of projection. Therefore the musical performance component of this testing 
procedure cannot be compared to any other hardware or current technology. 

During the interview process users suggested that technology that is made available for jamming is 
limited to those improvising in a private setting. These exist in the form of “jam tracks”, or recorded music 
that is simplified in order to allow for unimpeded improvisation. The chord progressions occurring in the 
track are generally provided in an image on-screen. Users reported breakdowns occurring when the jam 
track changes unexpectedly or when progressions are too difficult to manage. Users also suggested 
breakdowns were experienced as a result of poorly organized jam tracks on YouTube.  

Users that had used the JamBar™ by Optek Music Systems reported frustration with paying for jam 
tracks and usability issues surround the practical use of a virtual fretboard. This was mainly due to the 
inability to maintain focus on the changing content of the JamBar™ while trying to improvise on the guitar. 
Users of Optek Music Systems, Fretlight™ did respond positively to jamming using an LED lit fretboard 
that was unchanging. Success with this system was due to the ability to see the scale of interest rather 
than to rely on memory. Users also reported the ability to play scales that they had not practiced before 
with an unchanging and lit Fretlight™.  

Users mentioned that jamming can get boring and dissatisfaction can result from repetitive jams. A user 
suggested that in order to avoid this displaying randomized chord progressions should be incorporated 
into the application. This same user commented on the difficulty to coordinate progressions among 
players and thought that screens are often difficult to share in large settings. It was also suggested that 
individual screens take away from the social component. To this effect, the use of an application on a 
cellular device would hinder the social element of the jam.  



 

It was suggested that a light arrangement would likely be used to satisfy the viewability issues among 
players. This way the display arrangement will have 360° viewability and the necessary component of 
colors can still be maintained. Feasibility surrounding technical compatibility across devices, 
transportation of televisions, and light intensity issues with projectors were big obstacles to overcome 
while considering display devices. The orientation of the cubes is essential for communication of the 
musical ideas because order is inherent to the chord progression. In order to avoid issues of sequence 
light blocks will be stacked so as to take advantage of a common axis (from floor to ceiling) (Flores, 
2014). Though it has been shown that orientation of musical sequencing events is generally transposable 
to any axis, a common axis must be identified among viewers in order to be significant (Flores, 2014). 
LED cubes can be controlled remotely via IR, are wireless, are sold separately, are affordable and come 
in various sizes. For this reason it is also the most economical and universal choice for a display device.     

All users were interested in trying the system though not all were aware of the current jam technology in 
existence. Interviewed users reported that the Jam Tab technology would be most useful when using 
unfamiliar instruments.  

 

5. Measures 

Analytics surrounding user tests will be attained through both quantitative and qualitative measures. 
Participants will be selected based on their self reported familiarity with music and a keyboard instrument. 
Participants selected will have little to no experience on the keyboard instrument. In order to minimize the 
effects on task performance participants will take a musical assessment questionnaire containing a few 
questions that require playing the keyboard instrument. Participants will complete a total of six tasks. 
Three will be interface based tasks and three will be musical performance tasks.  
 
The interface based tasks will be conducted using the cognitive walkthrough method. This method entails 
that participants are allowed to talk and ask questions. This is generally useful when designing new 
interfaces because there is opportunity for a lot of feedback from the user (Heuwing, 2014). This 
information comes as soon as the issue is encountered and there is less of a question of what the user is 
thinking (Tching, 2016).  
 
The music based based tasks will be conducted by observation only. Information will be collected by MIDI 
input from the keyboard directly and recorded from task to task in a digital audio workstation as it has 
been shown to be the most accurate representation of musical data (Feldman, 2015). The data will be 
assessed by the accuracy of the player for notes within the key when improvising and accuracy of the 
notes themselves when attempting to play a progression. These same metrics will be used to assess the 
skill level of the player during the musicality assessment final questionnaire. In addition to music data 
analysis, video will be captured and assessed for time on task, successful completion of task, and areas 
of confusion. 
 
In addition to the final questionnaire a short questionnaire following each task will be given containing.  
The System Usability Scale will also be utilized in order to assess the satisfaction and usability of the 
system. NASA-TLX based questions will be used to assess frustration and difficulty of the tasks using a 
likert scale. NASA-TLX standard metrics will be used to reduce confusion (Ramkumar, 2017). The final 
questionnaire will contain a musical ability test and a open comments section if there is anything the 
participant would like to add regarding the system and tasks.     
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Fig1. SolJAMM® Piano Bar in Use 

 

Fig2. Layout of a Chord Progression on HookTheory.com 



 

 
 
 
 
Fig2. Services Offered by HookTheory.com 

 
 
 
 
Fig3. Search for a Famous Chord Progression on HookTheory.com 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig4. Complexity of Chord Progression Ranks on HookTheory.com 

 



 

Fig5. Layout of Note Sequencing on Flores’ 2014 Drum!  

 
Fig6. JamBar™ by Optek Music systems 
 
 

 


